
food and water was kept on the dinghy, 
again to minimize weight. 

The courses were unusual for us as they 
were not Olympic courses, but were wind
ward/leeward legs with no reaches. This 
made the racing far more tactical and kept 
the fleet much closer together. It also 
seems to be the current trend of yacht rac
ing in the USA at the moment, and. it cer
tainly makes for much more exciting rac
ing for the whole fleet. 

RACE ONE- The wind was very light 
and a fleet of 60 boats lined up for the first 
start. We were 3rd around the first mark, 
passed the second boat on the first run, 
and then passed the current J24 World 
Champion Jim Brady on the next beat, to 
win this race by 3 minutes. What a fantas
tic start to the World Championships. 

RACE TWO - Again the wind was 
light. We were 4th at the first mark, 
passed a boat on the run, lost three places 
on the rest of the race, and ended up fin
ishing 6th over the line. 

RACE THREE - We had an excellent 
start and played the middle left of the 
course with the first five boats. Then a big 
wind shift came through during the first 
beat and were at least 30th around the 
first mark. During the last round we passed 
about 20 boats and finished 11 th over the 
line. 

RACE FOUR - Again an excellent 
start, we played the middle to the left of 

Intense concentration while hard on the wind. 

the course, and were lying fourth at the 
leeward mark. On the final beat the wind 
dropped to about three knots and shifted, 
allowing boats on the left of the course to 
pass by. We finished 7th in this race, giv
ing us an overall position of 3rd in the 
regatta at this stage. 

RACE FIVE - As we went out for the 
race the wind was blowing about 15 knots, 

LAVRANOS 41 
FAST CRUISER 

This new im
proved 41 footer is 

a development of the 
highly successful Lavranos 
36 and 47 yachts, and with 
its newly deigned stern 
section, it boasts a mag
nificient scoop-stern similar 
to those found on many of 
the up-market French 
yachts. 
It's interior volume is mas
sive, giving two double 
cabins and sufficient berths 
to sleep 7 people. The interior is practically designed and elegantly equipped. 
The hull is easily driven, and fast without sacrificing any comfort for the avid . 
cruising fanatic. For the more serious yachtsman wanting to try his hand on the 
race course, the impressive turn of speed and overall performance and man
oeuvrability has turned many a hardened racing mans head. 
Under the new international IMS handicapping system, she could prove hard to 
beat. 
Available in any stage of completion, call va1 Hendrie for further information or 
an appointment to view. 
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but by the start of the race it had dropped 
to about 12 knots. We were 14th round 
the first mark, and managed a 9th over 
the line. 

RACE SIX - Again an excellent start, 
we were second around the first two 
marks, and went to the left of the course 
on the second beat. A big wind shift came 
through on the right, and Jim Brady who 
was in 14th place caught this shift and 
moved into the lead, only to lose it on the 
last beat to come in 2nd, but win the 
World Championships. We finished this 
race 9th, which gave us an overall result of 
sixth place. 

RESULTS 

1st Jim Brady 14 

2nd Brad Reed 15,75 

3rd Jay Lutz 20 

4th David Pritchard 25,75 

5th Stephen Cuchriaro 28 

6th Ian Ainslie 29,75 

7th Mike Hobon 45 

8th Stephen Lilian 49,50 

Considering the amount of isolation we 
have had in international yachting over the 
past few years, it is good to see that South 
Africans can still go out there and be corn-
petitive against the best in the world . .1, 

the 
JOKO LIPTON CUP CHALLENGE 

Zeekoevlei Yacht Club's crack crew on 
SX Stainless Steel have once again 
cleaned up at the Joko Lipton Cup 
Challenge to win the prestigious event for 
the third time running. 

They are the first team to have won the 
event three times in a row since "Wilf" 
Hancock's hat trick for Royal Natal Yacht 
Club in 1966. Prior to that Herbie 
Spradbrow, sailing for Durban's Point 
Yacht Club in Skebenga. had won the 
event for five consecutive years in 1923. 

Amazingly too, the Zeekoevlei team 
hadn't raced together on an L26 since the 
previous Joko Lipton Cup Challenge a 
year ago. What they had done though was 
spend a week practising before the event -
at night There's nothing really in that 
except that you have to take them 
seriously when they say they don't "have 
to look to know where anything is on the 
boat." In fact at this stage the "workers·· 
could sail blindfolded. 

Another plus was that the team had 
returned only a week earlier from Cowes 
Week where they had won the 4 7 boat 
strong Sigma 38 class. While it didn't help 
much with the cut and thrust of highly 
competitive L26 racing their morale was 
high and team spirits soaring. 

And when talking to each member of 
the crew - Chris King, Rick Nankin, Gary 
Holliday and Keith and Adrian Morris - it is 
interesting to discover the less obvious 
aspects (for those who don·t know them) 
that have contributed so strongly to their 
development as a winning team. 

Above all they are all very close friends 
(Chris, Adrian and Keith since their early 
university days) and for most of them it 
was a friendship that started during their 
late teens while sailing Lasers at 
Zeekoevlei. Another keen Laser sailor, 
close friend and member of their Lipton 
team (in 1988 and 1989) was Pete Shaw 
who is now living in England. 

Says Adrian: "Despite all the sailing 
we've done together on L26's we've 
always continued racing Lasers. Gary won 
the Western Province championships in 
1988 and was getting better all the time, 
in fact he is currently considered one of 
the best in the country. Pete and Chris had 
won the Nationals, and one year all four of 
us, Chris, Pete, Gary and myself (Rick and 
Keith haven't raced Lasers seriously) fin
ished in the first four places in the Western 
Province champs. So for instance in 1988 
we won all L26 regattas and were still all 
right up there in our Lasers. Again just 
before Cowes, Gary, Pete and I raced in 
the Laser British National Championships. 
Its been this contradiction of competing so 
intensely against each other in Lasers and 
sailing so closely as a team that has really 
strengthened our friendship. 

Dave Hudson was regarded as the fastest on the water, and was desperately unlucky not 
to win. 

The Victors for the third successive time, Zeekoevlei Yacht Club, with a polished display of 
consistent sailing. 

''We've often thought of ourselves, that 
is when sailing together as a Lipton team 
on SX Stainless Steel, as five guys sailing a 
Laser. We are all skippers who have 
pooled their talents and it has definitely 
improved all of our sailing. We are picking 
up things all the time from each other, par
ticularly finer tactical points. We have also 

set up the boat so that we can sail it from 
the rail and make any adjustments without 
moving from the side of the boat. Mostly 
we do everything that needs to be done 
while leaning out, as if on a Laser, and a 
lot of people have followed that idea." 

This is backed up by Gary who says the 
main reason they got together was 

A ~ THE HIGH QUALITY RIGID PVC I ~E @ CLOSED CELL FOAM CORE MATERIAL 
FOR HIGH QUALITY FIBERGLASS 
SANDWICH CONSTRUCTIONS 

Consider: 
• Boats built in AIREX sandwich are stiffer and stronger than 

other boat construction methods; 
• No delamination or crumlJling occurs under impact; 
• No condensation build-up; • AIREX boats are quieter; 
• .AIBEX is a Lloyd's approved core material. 

Contact HI-TECHNOLOGIES (PTY) LTD 
P.O. BOX 6092 ALBERTON NORTH 1456 

PH (011) 869- 7719 TLX: 7-40735 FAX: (011) 869-1397 
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because of their sailing together in Lasers. 
They were doing well nationally, there was 
a lot of team spirit in the Lasers and a gen
eral feeling among them that they wanted 
to do something together. 

"We had a good thing going in the 
Laser fleet and that has followed on into 
the SX Stainless Steel campaigns. It's 
important because everyone is still having 
a good time - beside winning regattas, we 
were all there to enjoy ourselves." 

But why is it that they are able to keep 
on winning Liptori? Chris believes that it is 
essentially because they have become very 
practised at winning regatta's and not nec
essarily individual races. 

"I don't think most of the guys who sail 
Lipton realise that by having no discard 
you have to sail to win the regatta and not 
each race," said Chris. 

Keith explains further: "We win 
because we have the formula wrapped up. 
Every race counts so we just hang in there 
and cover our opposition. We stay close 
and don't let him get away, which might 
well mean that someone else - in this 
Lipton it was Dave Hudson - might be 
seen to be winning a lot of races. So while 
people might say so and so might have 
done well if he hadn·t had such a bad third 
or fourth race, it doesn't actually work like 
that. The points are so close that you have 
to make sure you just stay up there.'.' 

But working out that "formula" (what
ever it might be) didn't happen over night. 
Rather it evolved over some four years of 
racing together as a team on SX Stainless 
Steel. 

"Right from the start we decided things 
very democratically. It wasn't going to be 
an individual effort, but a team effort. We 
wanted to win and we all decided who 
would be best helming, doing foredeck etc 
because we wanted the best guy doing the 
job," said Keith (who was the team ·s man
ager until this Lipton). 

"We know each other's sailing habits so 
well that we are really mentally tuned in 
not only to the boat but to each other. We 
are organised, well prepared and everyone 
knows what to do almost without having to 
say anything. I think having a good spon
sor has also made a lot of difference, as it 
has meant that we could do a lot of plan
ning in advance and be highly organised 
about what we wanted to do." 

And what of this Lipton - was it an easy 
win? 

Rick felt it was a relatively easy regatta. 
He felt the team was relaxed and had a lot 
of fun. It was just the first three races that 
were tense and then with Dave Hudson 
essentially out of the regatta their obvious 
tactic was to simply play it safe and stick 
close to Greg Davis on Judron (who once 
again finished second). 

"I suppose it was a bit dull what we 
were doing - but we wanted to win the 
regatta and that was the only way to do 
it." 

Chris agreed saying that he had 
thought it would be really hard to win this 
Lipton mainly because they hadn't raced 
together since the previous one. 

"But I don't think the competition has 
changed much in the last three years, 
Harry Ellens was there, Greg Davis, 
Ettienne van Cuyke. Dave Hudson was 
really our biggest threat - if he hadn't 
messed up he would have been there." 

Gary felt there was a bit more pressure 
this Lipton as everyone was gunning to 
beat them. 

"The competition was really tight all 
round. I think we just ended up sailing a bit 
more conservatively and better than any 
other boat. We didn't have superior boat 
speed but we work well as a team and that 
helps the whole situation as we didn't 
make any rash decisions." 

Adrian also felt that although some 
people had commented that the SX 
Stainless Steel team hadn't sailed as well 
this year as in previous years, he himself 
felt that they had won much more easily in 
spite of very stiff competition from the 
likes of Robbie Wilcox, Greg Davis and 
Dave Hudson. 

"If for instance it was possible to do 
Admiral's Cup next year it would certainly 
throw the fleet open. At the moment we 
have the upper hand and I think we are 
getting better all the time." 

But what of next year? Will they be 
back to defend their title for the fourth 
time ... and win, or duck out now while 

POS YACHT NAME 
1 SX Stainless Steel 
2 Judron 
3 Port Owen Chall. 
4 Love Motors 
5 O'Conner's Luck 
6 B&G 
7 Orsmond Aerial 
8 Sturrock Shipping 
9 Hollard Carguard 
10 Mazda 

Montecarlo 43 

~ 
I 

Greg Davis and his Judron Team, having sailed well all week, had to be content with 
another second place overall. 

they are still up on top? 
"I don't know, we are all a bit burnt out 

so its hard to decide. Basically the boat is 
up for sail, but nobody has offered to buy 
it so we'll probably be back ... in the same 

boat! Personally I don't really want to go 
and do it again unless its with the same 
bunch of guys. I like sailing with them, 1 
think it would be nice and therefore we will 
do it, and we will win it1!" said Rick.\; 

SKIPPER 
King/Nan kin 
Greg Davis 
Dave Hudson 
Craig Lanham-Love 
Reuvers/Richards 
Robbie Willcox 
Graham Dibb 
David Kruyt 
Hall/Golliker 
Stuart Hegerstrom 

CLUB POINTS 
ZVYC 145,25 
HBYC 139,25 
POYC 133,25 
RNYC 126,25 
FBYC 118 
VLC 114 
ISC 113 
RCYC 104 
UCTYC 100 
PYC 99 

THE MONTECARLO 43 
The baba core hull and dee~ of the Monte arlo 43 are hand-laid under rigidly 
controlled conditions. The keel i~ i111cgrnlly laminmc<I with the hull to a heavy. 
:-itrong GRP 1hir.:knes. allowing for boll-on ea..,, wingk:t:,, on the trailing edge for 
improved trad.ing and downwind performance. 

The interior complete:-. the picture of ..,leek perfection. Soft furnishing::. again!-.t a 
background of gleaming teak in a comfortable saloon: u ~paciom, practical 
galley; en-M1itc :-.tateroom: gut:sl cahin~ with 1heir own he.id!-. and ..,hower as an 
owner, version. A charter ver,ion i, abo available. All in keeping with 
M EDMAR IN ES· S tradition of exacting handcrafted ,wndard,. 

The era of lhe gracious home has nut passed. II ha gone to sea - in a 
Monlecarlo 43. 

Onl_y from 

MIDMAIINI 
cloat clui/,de,u 

Fax: (02 I) 4 I X-2704 
P.O. Bo.\ 7061 
Roggel>a,11 8012. 
Factory: 
Queen!', Warchou,,c 
Cape Town Dod,I., 
Tele (021 l 4 I 9-640~ 
A/11(021) 68 -2656 
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